More than just GPS fleet tracking
TELOGIS FLEET GIVES YOU THE TOOLS TO RUN A SAFER FLEET AS SAFETY
BECOMES AN INTEGRAL PART OF YOUR DAY-TO-DAY OPERATIONS.

Safer driving means saving lives


Telogis safety features monitor both driver behavior and vehicle health, to minimize
downtime and accident risk, while promoting better driving. Proactive coaching
tools work directly with drivers in real time, while detailed reporting provides better
insight and context for employee actions



Show custom GIS data, satellite imagery, public domain and commercial data as
usable map layers without having to deploy dozens of servers or GIS browser plugins. Dynamic content feeds are supported including traffic, weather, and other
spatially indexed information.



Effective fleet safety is good for you, your drivers and other people on the road.
Telogis Fleet gives you the tools to run a safer fleet as safety becomes an integral
part of your day-to-day operations.

The best time to train safer
drivers is right now
Just-in-time safety training is proven
to be much more effective in
reinforcing good habits than general
or group coaching sessions.
Telogis Coach measures hard
braking events and sends alerts to
key stakeholders in the safety
program.



You never really know how well your fleet is performing without the detailed insight Telogis
Fleet can give you. As part of the Telogis connected intelligence platform, you'll see a
real-time view of your fleet operations – all your moving assets on a single screen.

Welcome to Telogis® Fleet for GM

OnStar-equipped GM vehicles have the added benefit of zero
hardware costs and proprietary data insights. Log in to view real-time
and historical activity, including location, vehicle health and driver
performance. Keep your fleet productive, safe and fully utilized.
Remote services
Provide assistance to drivers out in the field. Locked out? Remote management features allow you to
unlock the vehicle from anywhere. Other services include engine start, door lock and unlock.

Improved Uptime
Use predictive diagnostics to get early warnings about potential maintenance issues. Act sooner to
avoid costly breakdowns and reduce maintenance downtime

Safer Drivers
Review driver performance to spot trends, customize training and see progress against industry
benchmarks or internal safety KPIs.

